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LIMITS OF LIABILITY / DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY: 

The author and publisher of this Ebook and the accompanying materials have used 

their best efforts in preparing this Ebook.  

The author and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the 

accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this Ebook. 

The information contained in this Ebook is strictly for educational purposes. 

Therefore, if you wish to apply ideas contained in this Ebook, you are taking full 

responsibility for your actions.  

The author and publisher disclaim any warranties (express or implied), 

merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. The author and publisher shall 

in no event be held liable to any party for any direct, indirect, punitive, special, 

incidental or other consequential damages arising directly or indirectly from any use 

of this material, which is provided “as is”, and without warranties. 

As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional 

should be sought. The author and publisher do not warrant the performance, 

effectiveness or applicability of any sites listed or linked to in this Ebook. All links are 

for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy or any 

other implied or explicit purpose. 
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Dear valued PodiumStop customer, 

Thank you for choosing to download our Ebook! We have compiled this Ebook 

because we know if you are in the market for a new podium, lectern, or presentation 

device, you or someone close to you will be speaking in front of an audience very 

soon. We wanted to provide you with actionable tips and guidance to help you 

prepare your speech and presentation for your next event. Speaking in front of 

people and large crowds in particular is usually perceived as one of the most 

stressful experiences imaginable. By following the outline and preparation steps in 

this Ebook, our goal is to allow you to remove that stigma and give you the 

confidence you need to deliver an amazing speech! 

Most of the advice given is designed to prepare and put the inexperienced presenter 

at ease. But, even if you are a seasoned pro, there are certainly still some insights to 

be gained by reading this book. We go over how to prepare your speech, get 

mentally and physically prepared, and what to think about before the day of your 

presentation. If you get to the end of the book and wish we would have covered 

something, let us know! We might just write a blog post about it. Please contact us 

and let us know how your event goes! We would love to hear from you.  
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CHAPTER 1 
PREPARING YOUR SPEECH 

1.1 IDENTIFYING YOUR PURPOSE 

 
 Begin with the end in mind 

 The essence of public speaking is not to GAIN, but to GIVE 

 What is the “call to action” for your speech? 

The very first thing you need do before you even embark on your presentation is to 

define your objectives do I want to achieve from my speech?”, “What do I want my 

audience to receive?”, and “What do I want my audience to do next?”  

The first thing you need to do in the speech preparation process is to identify your 

purpose. The purpose of your presentation can range from creating awareness, 

fostering understanding, generating impact, selling a product, or even to inspire your 

audience. Remember that the main reason why you’re presenting in the first place is 

to give, not to gain. As such, your goals should be aligned with allowing your 

audience to benefit from your presentation. Your purpose must be extremely clear; 

not just to yourself, but to your audience as well. This will ensure they understand 

and receive the benefits you have prepared to convey. In order to identify your 

purpose, you will need to answer the following types of questions: Who will your 

audience be? What is their demographic? What are their goals? Why are they going 

to be there and what would they want to learn from you? 

Do you know where you will be giving your presentation? Will there be a podium, a 

microphone, or a projector? Will you be in a small room or a large auditorium? Try 

to find out the answers to these questions and keep them in mind as you mentally 

prepare for your speech. It will determine how you will deliver your speech and the 

possibility of what types of visual aids you are able to add if you so desire.  

Here’s why you should go through all this trouble and why it will be worth it. By 

being aware of the characteristics of the people you speak to and your venue, you 
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will be able to effectively tailor your presentation and pick your supporting points, 

anecdotes, and analogies. Speaking to a group of 15-year-old students, for example, 

is very different from speaking to a group of 19-year-old students... much less an 

audience of professionals. You’ll find that you need to assess your audience’s level of 

awareness before you even craft your presentation so as to not bore or overwhelm 

them. 

Mediocre speakers operate without a specific purpose.  This can easily cause stress, 

anxiety, and confusion during the preparation of your speech. You can avoid this 

mistake. The nature of your purpose is just as important as the purpose itself. Many 

speakers often mistakenly assume or even subconsciously decide that their purpose 

is to win validation and approval. Wrong. This causes great pressure on the speaker 

to be absolutely perfect in order to win unanimous approval and this causes a great 

deal of anxiety. We call this a “stress-producing” purpose. 

Instead, your purpose should be to inform, instruct, inspire, motivate, or persuade. 

You will need to decide specifically what topic to inform, instruct, inspire, motivate, 

or persuade your audience on. But, by consciously recognizing that this is your goal, 

you will be able to create the rest of your content to be highly relevant to this 

foundation.  

Once you’ve established the purpose of your presentation with your audience in 

mind, you will have established your foundation and be on the right path. 

Remember that the essence of public speaking is not to GAIN something, but to 

GIVE something. When you operate with this frame of mind, you will craft content 

that is useful for your audience.  

To conclude this section, here is a quick recap. Before writing your speech, you need 

to clearly define your objectives and ask yourself, “What do you want to achieve and 

how will your audience benefit?” You can also ask yourself, “If I was a person in the 

audience, what would be in it for me?” 

How clear is your purpose? One way to make sure you’ve got it all cleared up is to 

try out the “business card test” - can you state your main idea on only one side of a 

business card? If you can, you’re ready to move on. If you can’t, keep working on it 

until you can. Once you’ve identified the purpose of your speech, you can move on 

to the next section.  
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1.2 DRAFTING YOUR SPEECH 

Now that you’ve identified the purpose of your speech, you can start drafting your 

speech. Grab a sheet of paper and right at the top of the page, clearly state your 

desired topic and the goal of your presentation. What are your 4-5 main points going 

to be? Try to come up with those now. Next we will be writing your opener. Then we 

will need to come up with your conclusion, and finally detail your 4-5 main points. 

This is your outline.  

Before you start writing that speech, let’s take a quick detour, and visit one of the 

greatest and most notable speeches made in human history - yes, Martin Luther 

King, Jr.’s “I Have A Dream”. Did you know that the most often-quoted and powerful 

part of his entire speech, his iconic “I have a dream” statement, was made only in 

the last quarter of his presentation? It makes you wonder how he managed to 

capture the full attention of over 200,000 agitated and angry civil rights supporters. 

If you were thinking that it was his authority, you’re wrong. And it wasn’t his looks 

either. Reverend King had a powerful introduction. He started with, “Five score years 

ago, a great American, in whose symbolic shadow we stand today, signed the 

Emancipation Proclamation. This momentous decree came as a great beacon light of 

hope to millions of Negro slaves who had been seared in the flames of withering 

injustice. It came as a joyous daybreak to end the long night of their captivity.” 

Martin Luther King, Jr. started his powerful speech with a strong, passionate story 

which set the mood for the rest of his speech. When you begin crafting your speech, 

you have to remember that the most important part is your introduction. If your 

audience’s attention is not captured within the first couple minutes, you will have a 

tough time grabbing it later. Remember that a strong opening is king, no pun 

intended.  

Because a great opener is so important, I wanted to go into more detail by 

summarizing Jason Teteak’s “5 Steps to Deliver a Killer Opener”. Here is a framework 

to captivate your audience within the first few minutes of your presentation. 
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Step 1 – Give a confident introduction 

Here’s the key: It’s not whether you’re nervous, it’s whether you show it. 

Stand still, don’t move, don’t pace, and keep your hands out of your pockets. 

This helps the audience to feel safe. Now you are ready to introduce yourself 

and say, “Hi, my name is _____.” 

 

Step 2 – Give your credentials 

You don’t simply want to give your title and years of experience. The audience 

wants to know what you can do for them. What do you have to offer them? 

They need to know who you are and why you are the best person to deliver 

the presentation on the topic. Jason Teteak would say, “I help people 

overcome their fear of public speaking and deliver amazing presentations.” 

What would your statement look like? It looks like this: “You know how some 

people have X problem? Well I offer this solution.” The solution you offer is 

how you help people overcome that problem. 

 

Step 3 – Deliver your hook 

Jason’s hook would be: “I’m going to show you how to captivate your 

audience within the first 5 minutes of your presentation.” Your goal is to get 

your audience to feel something. You do this by showing them a way to create 

more happiness, success, or freedom. What would your hook look like? It 

could go like this: “I’m going to show you how to _____.” Fill in the blank with 

something that is going to create more happiness, success, or freedom for the 

people listening in the audience. You can’t tell them what they’re going to get 

until you’ve told them why they would want it. You will achieve that by telling 

them something that will help them to be more happy, more successful, or 

more free. Your hook should get them to believe that they want what you’re 

going to give them. 
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Step 4 – Introduce your agenda 

You can use a PowerPoint slide for this step. The purpose of the agenda is to 

give the audience the takeaways for your presentation. What do they get to 

use tomorrow after listening to your presentation? Put those items in your 

agenda. You don’t need to read the slide. Summarize what takeaways you will 

be delivering and paraphrase the goals of your presentation. As Jason puts up 

his agenda slide, he would say, “I’m going to show you 5 steps to deliver a 

killer opener.” 

Notice that you have already told them the problem and the solution to the 

problem (within your credentials, hook, and agenda). This creates context and 

tells the audience exactly where you’re going. As you provide evidence and 

examples later in your presentation, people will hear it and say, “Oh, I didn’t 

know that,” and relate it to the solution you’ve already provided. 

  

Step 5 – Give a credible statement 

You do this by giving relevant or compelling data to your audience to support 

your message. Use specific values and numbers when applicable. Jason’s 

credible statement would be, “You probably know giving great presentations is 

critical to advancing your career, but did you know that research says that 

most adults will stop listening to your presentation within the first few 

minutes if they aren’t convinced there’s something in it for them?” By doing 

this, your audience starts to trust you. Without bragging, the audience will 

begin to think to themselves, “This person knows what they are talking 

about.”  

 

Wrapping Up 

When these 5 steps are put together, Jason’s killer opener looks like this: “Hi, I’m 

Jason Teteak. I help people overcome their fear of public speaking and deliver 

amazing presentations. Today I’m going to show you how to captivate your audience 
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within the first 5 minutes of your presentation. Here’s how I’m going to do it. [Shows 

agenda slide] I’m going to show you 5 steps to deliver a killer opener. You probably 

already know that giving great presentations is critical to advancing your career, but 

did you know that research says that most adults will stop listening to your 

presentation within the first few minutes if they aren’t convinced there’s something 

in it for them?” 

Now you know how to formulate and present a killer opener. You have the tools to 

captivate your audience’s attention and you are well on your way to delivering an 

amazing presentation. 

Now you should write your close. It may seem that working on the conclusion and 

then detailing your main points is out of order. But, it is important to have a strong 

conclusion mapped out before you try to get there. Knowing where you are going 

will help you refine and detail more effective main points. 

A common but effective conclusion is a summary. This should be followed by a call 

to action that will challenge your audience; which is completely dependent on your 

purpose and topic. Outline clear guidelines and next actions they can take with the 

information you’ve just given them so that they do not feel like they’ve left your 

speech with nothing concrete to take with them. The call to action doesn’t need to 

be anything big. Put in their minds some future action they need to take. At the very 

least, this will give them a reason to think about your presentation after they walk 

out the door. 

Once you craft a conclusion, you can move on to the core points of your speech. 

Each of these points should be backed by interesting stories, illustrations, historical 

references, humorous anecdotes, and examples that the audience may be able to 

relate to. You can use these stories and examples to further reinforce your point. It is 

okay if you don’t have any stories just yet. By the end of this book you may find that 

some ideas will come to you.  

Here’s a quick summary of the preparation process from this chapter: 1. Identify 

your purpose, 2. Clarify your topic, 3. Craft your introduction, 4. List the main points 

you wish to convey, and 5. Write your close and end your speech with clear next 

actions for your audience. 6. Finish off the body / main points with more details, 

examples, and stories.  
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CHAPTER 2 
GETTING MENTALLY & PHYSICALLY PREPARED 
 

In this chapter we will be going over how to eliminate your fears through 

confidence. You will realize that the part that gives peoples the most anxiety actually 

isn’t all that difficult once you have prepared and practiced. 

2.1 ELIMINATE STAGE FRIGHT AND BUILD YOUR SELF-
CONFIDENCE 

Fear is not pain, but the mere anticipation of pain 

5 casual elements of stage fright 

1. Imagination of people judging 

2. Possibility of failure 

3. Inherent need to do well 

4. Feeling of uncertainty 

5. Excessive Focus on one’s own behavior and appearance 

 

Are you the type who cringes at the thought of walking on stage? The type that is 

overcome by sweaty palms, a racing heartbeat and shaky legs the moment you take 

your first step on that platform. If you are, don’t think of yourself any less. Fear of 

public speaking is highly common and almost everyone has experienced or felt it at 

one point in their lives. In fact, statistics show that some degree of public speaking 

fear / nervousness affects an estimated 95% of all speakers. 

Public speaking stimulates fear in almost everyone. The same chemicals that run 

through your body when you notice a snake hiding behind a nearby bush are the 

chemicals that are created as you are about to give a speech. This reaction becomes 

a learned behavior, and you will notice that before it is your time to present, your 

heart starts to beat and you may even begin to sweat. 

Let’s dissect this common feeling in order to understand it better. Let’s start with, 

“What is fear?” It is often understood as the anticipation of pain. Yes, you heard 
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that right. Fear is not pain, but the mere anticipation of it. We have come up with 

five causal elements of stage fright: 1. The perception or imagination of the 

presence of people who will judge, 2. The possibility of failure, 3. The inherent need 

to do well in order to avoid failure, 4. The feeling of uncertainty of whether one can 

do well, and 5. An excessive focus on your own behavior and appearance.  

The reason why we experience uncomfortable symptoms like light-headedness, 

sweaty palms, and increased heart rate is because this fear is actually a psychological 

condition that is manifested physically. So in order to prevent these symptoms, we 

have to conquer fear. How do we do this? We attack and put to rest every one of 

the five causal symptoms listed above. Let’s look at six steps to conquer that fear. 

 

Step 1: Be audience-centered 

Step 2: Accept that you make mistakes 

Step 3: Ditch all that negative self-talk 

Step 4: Convert your fear into positive energy 

Step 5: Present daily 

Step 6: Practice makes near perfect 

 

 

Step 1: Be audience-cantered 

In order to conquer fear, you have to remember that your presentation is not about 

yourself. Instead, it is really about your audience. Focus on the needs of your 

audience rather than on how you will perform; your fears will automatically 

disappear. Your audience is interested in what you have to offer them. Concentrate 

on how you can provide optimum benefit to the people listening to you. If you’re 

selling a product, concentrate your efforts on selling the benefits of your product to 

your audience. If you’re there to inform, instruct, inspire, motivate, or persuade, 

focus on how they can benefit or take action with what you have to share.  

 

Step 2: Accept that you make mistakes 

No one is born a perfect speaker. Good public speakers aren’t born, they’re made. 

Do you think Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered that amazing speech on his first try? 
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He was a reverend who had delivered countless speeches and sermons prior to “I 

Have A Dream”. Even he made mistakes. So if you screw up, does it really matter? 

What’s most important is that you learn from your mistakes. If you notice a mistake 

during your speech, no one in the audience is going to disapprove if you backtrack to 

amend that mistake. In fact, it’s more credible that you do. In order to improve and 

be better, you have to take risks. Think of your presentation as an opportunity to 

benefit and convey amazing information to your audience. And remember this, 

Thomas Edison failed thousands of times before he invented the light bulb. And did 

it deter him? No. Do you want to be like Thomas Edison? Or someone who is afraid 

to take action because they know they can’t be perfect. 

 

Step 3: Ditch all that negative self-talk 

Did you notice that all of the five causal elements of stage fright have a common 

theme - negative self-talk? Just like how the seeds of a tree determine its fruits or 

end product, what happens on the inside has a significant impact on our outside. 

This means that our actions and fears are actually influenced by our subconscious 

minds. Negative self-talk not only drains your energy, it demotivates you. In order to 

overcome this, you need to start replacing that negative self-talk with positivity. 

Stand in front of the mirror daily, straight-backed and with a smile on your face. 

Replace your “I can’t do this”, “People will judge me” and “I’m going to suck” 

thoughts with phrases like “I feel energetic!”, “I’m prepared and focused!”, “I am 

delivering value to my audience!” and “The audience is my friend, not foe.” 

Eventually, the attitude and actions will follow.  

 

Step 4: Convert your fear into positive energy 

Did you know that aside from your thoughts, you can also convert your physical 

behavior? You can help convert stage fright symptoms with the power of 

visualization and belief. For example, did you know that sweaty palms and a racing 

pulse are also symptoms of an adrenaline rush? So instead of attributing negative 

thoughts to your racing pulse and sweaty palms, why don’t you decipher these 

physical reactions as an adrenaline rush? How about excitement and optimism for 
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your presentation? This not only decreases your fear, it also immediately turns on 

the alertness and energy switch in your body. Your physical reactions are what you 

make them to be.  

If dry throat is your stage fright symptom, tell the organizers beforehand to prepare 

a glass of warm water or tea (cold drinks constrict your throat and cause more 

discomfort than comfort) and take an occasional sip in between your points. This not 

only gives your audience a minute to take notes, you are also offered a moment to 

recoup your thoughts and ready yourself for your next section.  

 

Step 5: Present daily 

I’m not just talking about practice; I’m talking about incorporating presentation 

elements into your daily life. To tell you the truth, speaking to an audience is no 

different from your day-to-day interaction with the people around you. In a 

conversation, you’re either trying to convey a message or sell an idea - both require 

the same skills and elements in a public presentation. Once you grasp and 

understand this concept, this will help you feel much more confident and powerful 

on stage. When you’re talking to your friends, try to visualize yourself on a stage and 

imagine that they are your audience - how they react to you in that scenario is really 

how they will react to you on stage, with the exception that your friends can actually 

interrupt you. One way of gaining confidence and overcoming fear, is to incorporate 

elements of your public speaking skills into your daily conversations with your boss, 

colleagues, friends and family. Take careful notice of how they respond and you can 

easily tweak your conversation style to produce your desired reactions.  

 

Step 6: Practice Makes Near Perfect 

This may seem simple enough, but the truth is the more you know your material, 

the more confident you’ll be as the fear of forgetting will disappear almost entirely. 

Practice your speech on a few people you trust, get their feedback, reflect, adjust, 

and then repeat with a few more people. Carefully assess your feelings and decide 

whether confidence or anxiety is what you feel. You will be surprised that the more 

you practice, the more your confidence will increase. Again, remember that it 
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doesn’t have to be perfect. Instead, know that you will get better as you go along 

and practice more. If you feel as if you aren’t making excellent progress, remember 

to take a break, reset, and try again later. 

There are professional speaking coaches that advocate minimal preparation. They 

think that the best speeches are those that do not require preparation or scripts. It is 

difficult to show passion when you use scripts. You will also lose the natural 

inflection and importance given to certain words that comes naturally when 

speaking off the cuff. By not relying on scripts, you are more likely to speak more 

naturally and convincingly. While this is true, it is an advanced speaking technique 

that will only come with experience. Do not feel ashamed to rely on cue cards 

occasionally or to practice your speech.  

Before we move on, let me quickly summarize the six steps to help overcome stage 

fright: 1. Be audience-centered, 2. Accept that you can make mistakes, 3. Ditch your 

negative self-talk, 4. Convert your fear into positive energy, 5. Present daily, and 6. 

Practice makes near perfect.   

 

2.2 INCORPORATING YOUR PERSONALITY INTO YOUR 

PRESENTATION 

 Integrate personal stories 

 Humor injects personality into your speech 

 

One common trait among great presenters is that they have their own unique and 

distinct style. This makes their speech memorable and helps to inject their 

personality into their presentation. It naturally keeps your audience intrigued and 

excited. Obama often incorporates slogans and refrains in his speeches, and Steve 

Jobs was a visual-zen master who designed strategic placements of empty slides in 

order to make his images stronger and more prominent when they appeared.  

One way to incorporate your personality is to integrate personal stories into your 

speech. This is not only an effective way of exposing your audience to who you are, 

it also helps them relate with you at a more emotional and personal level. One kind 

of personal story that usually does the trick is the success / hero story. You can speak 
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of yourself as someone who overcame a huge obstacle in life that is relevant to your 

topic of presentation. This not only allows the audience to relate, sympathize, and 

empathize with you, it also adds some credibility and authority to what you are 

sharing with them. 

Humor is another great way to inject some personality into your presentation. Not 

only can it help grasp your audience’s attention, it can also liven up the atmosphere. 

However, if you choose to use humor in the presentation, make sure your jokes are 

original, and not cliché. Try not to make fun of members of your audience and 

instead turn the joke on yourself. For example, if you are a person of short stature, 

you may want to poke fun at your height to illustrate a point that is relevant to your 

speech. If you notice that your jokes are falling flat on the audience, don’t be 

dejected. Follow them with short, nonchalant quips such as “I’ll remember to keep 

that to myself the next time.” or even “Well, my mom thought it was funny. I’ll 

remember not to ask for her advice on humor next time”.  

At the end of the day, incorporating personality basically means be yourself. Your 

audience may not be psychic, but they will be able to see through a false persona. 

Being a great speaker is learning how to be confident being you; you don’t need to 

try to emulate someone else. Therefore, there is no better physical presentation 

than your genuine self. So relax, loosen up, and remind yourself to have a great 

time. A relaxed presenter who’s enjoying his or herself automatically opens up the 

audience and loosens them up. Your audience is a mirror of who you project yourself 

to be.  

 

2.3 CONVEY A HIGH-IMPACT MESSAGE  

 Platform skills 

 Allow a wide range of pitches and tones 

 Your body language and gestures 

 Invoke attention, interest, and emotion 

  

Platform skills play a pretty crucial role in getting your audience to not just pay 

attention to you but to also get them excited and enthusiastic about your message. 

The pitch, tone, and volume of your voice and even your vocal variety play important 
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roles in helping you convey your message effectively. These tools help you clarify 

and support your message, emphasize your ideas, and even dramatize your 

message. Consistently maintaining a high volume and loud tone of voice will make 

you come across as excessively authoritative or aggressive. Using low volumes and 

soft tones may make you come across as too timid and decrease your credibility as a 

speaker. A lack of variation will make you sound too monotonous and give off the 

impression of apathy. In our culture, we often perceive the volume of your voice as 

your level of confidence and how strongly you feel. Passion is what people listen to; 

people need to know how strongly you believe in what you say. The best and most 

effective method is to use a wide range of pitches and tones. 

Adding variety to your vocal pattern is a surefire way to engage your audience’s 

attention and reinforce key ideas to them. In addition to that, a well-timed moment 

of silence or pause can help you further emphasize certain ideas, or in some 

situations, dramatize your message with a little suspense or anticipation. Some good 

uses of pauses include pausing after you tell a joke to provide emphasis, and give 

your audience a moment to quiet their laughter. Another good use of the pause is 

right after you’re introduced to your audience as it gives them time to refocus their 

attention on the presentation 

Aside from your tone of voice, your body language and gestures are also important 

components in relaying a more meaningful and memorable speech. Did you know 

that the human body contains more than 700 muscles? It’s unfortunate that only a 

handful of those muscles are used by most speakers. Speakers tend to focus most of 

their attention in the search of the perfect words and the most precious points, 

thereby forgetting that our bodies speak louder than words ever could. When I say 

body language, I don’t mean using your arms and fingers in a death grip clutch on a 

poor PodiumStop lectern, or frenetically clicking on your PowerPoint slides - I mean 

allowing your body to move naturally.  

While a good message is very important in a presentation, your effectiveness as 

speaker is really about your ability to invoke attention, interest, and emotion in your 

audience through non-verbal communication. An amazing message conveyed with 

terrible body language does not get the point across. Why is that? Because your 

listeners not only judge your message based on what they hear - they also take in to 

consideration what they see.  
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When speaking to an audience, your body can be used as a very effective tool for 

adding emphasis and clarity to your words. It also plays a very important role in 

convincing your audience of your sincere feelings, your earnestness in educating or 

sharing with them, and your enthusiasm about your topic. No matter the purpose of 

your speech, the exterior self that you project must be appropriate and relevant to 

what you say.  

 

How to practice good body language 

Do: 

 Maintain eye contact with individuals in the audience (3-5 seconds) 

 Allow your body to move naturally 

 Have your hands at your sides, ready to be used to emphasize key words 

 Stand shoulder width apart 

 Smile! 

 

Don’t: 

 Put your hands at your hips (arrogant stance) 

 Cross your arms 

 Put your hands behind your back (like a prisoner) 

 Hold your hands together at the front near your waist 

 Put your hands in your pockets 

 

You can start with maintaining eye contact with your audience. You should not 

continuously pass your gaze throughout the room. Instead, focus your sight on 

individual members of the audience. You’ll find that you can create a bond with 

them just by looking them directly in the eyes for 3-5 seconds. By using eye contact, 

you make everyone in your audience feel involved and connected to you. You should 

not be talking to a group of people; rather you should talk to individual people in a 

group.  

As taught by professional speaking coach Doug Jeffreys, here are the steps: Lock, 

talk, pause, repeat. Lock eye contact with someone, talk, finish that thought or 

sentence, pause for a moment of silence, and then move onto the next person and 
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thought. This pattern sets up a feeling of a two way communication because 

individuals in the audience will feel engaged. In our western culture, looking people 

in the eye increases trust and instills confidence in the listener.  

I want to highlight the power of the pause. People only start listening when you 

pause. If you speak with a continuous stream of words, the audience will have a hard 

time listening. The pause allows you as the speaker to formulate that next sentence 

and it allows the audience member a moment to comprehend what you’ve just said. 

If you don’t pause, your mind may struggle to keep up with your mouth, and you 

audience will quickly doze off and lose attention. 

Another piece of practicing good body language is to allow your body to move 

naturally by moving from one spot of the stage or platform to another. Standing 

shoulder width apart when you aren’t moving is ideal. But, if possible, don’t be 

afraid to walk to the other side of the stage as you move on to your next point, or 

move toward the audience when you ask a question. These subtle moves help your 

audience subconsciously visualize your transition from one point to the next and will 

help emphasize certain topics. 

Lastly, remember to smile and actually express your emotions with your face. A 

smile can go a long way in helping the audience open up to you. That being said, a 

variety of facial expressions that are relevant to what you’re speaking about can help 

you further punctuate your message. Surprise, curiosity, sadness, anger - these are 

but a handful of emotions that you can use while telling your audience a story in 

order to help them properly visualize it.  
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2.4 CREATING A MOCK PRESENTATION 

 Smile and speak aloud 

 Record your rehearsal 

 Pay attention to your body language! 

 

One way to eliminate stress and fear before your presentation day is to rehearse. 

Consistent practice will not only significantly boost your confidence, but it will also 

help you remember and become more accustomed to your material.  

While practicing, it’s important to smile and speak aloud, even if you’re alone. 

Presenting in your head is not the same as speaking it aloud. Simulating an actual 

presentation even when alone can help you build confidence and help you create 

the atmosphere of an actual presentation. When I say simulate - I mean go all out. 

Smile, use gestures, refer to your visual aids, practice your posture - all this may 

seem silly, but it really helps increase your energy and enthusiasm, indirectly 

injecting this same energy into your audience on the real day. Don’t forget to time 

yourself. It helps to know how long it will probably take you to complete your speech 

and it will help you realize if you need to add or remove some details. 

Record your rehearsal. Record it in video format if you can. If you have a 

smartphone, this is a great way to quickly record yourself. Put yourself in the shoes 

of a viewer or listener and identify your mistakes or less glorious moments. Focus 

your attention on the pacing and timing of your speech and take notes on things you 

would like to improve upon. Mind your “uhms” and “ahhs.” You may not notice your 

“ahhs” and “uhms,” but if they are excessive, your audience might. Keep them to a 

minimum; but being natural is more important than being perfectly polished. 

When you simulate your presentation to an actual audience, start by getting one or 

two of your friends or family to help you out. If you tend to get nervous when 

speaking to a large audience, start small. Start out practicing to an audience of one 

or two - your parents, siblings, or spouse perhaps. Gather their feedback and move 

on to a larger practice group. Ask your friends for a hand and get them to sit in and 

provide you with their honest opinions. Remember to obtain feedback from every 

group and reflect on your flaws and the specific things that you can improve on. 

Remember to ask your audience to be critical and nit-pick on all your presentation 

flaws. You want to be able to learn from your mistakes, big or small, before the real 
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thing.  

Remember, your body language is particularly important as they send subliminal 

messages to your audience. Walk straight and tall, make constant and firm eye 

contact with your audience, smile constantly and use gestures to help inject some 

versatility and movement into your presentation. Not only will this convey a less 

wooden message to your audience, this can also help to dissipate nervous tension. 

You will never have someone’s attention for 100% of your presentation. But, your 

animated gestures will help to restore their attention. 

To quickly summarize - practice, reflect, practice. That’s the key to presentation 

success. Rehearse to small groups, slowly increase the headcount in those groups 

and obtain feedback from your mock audience. Record your rehearsals and analyse 

your own speech and presentation style and place particular emphasis on your body 

language. 
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CHAPTER 3 
BEING READY FOR THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT 
 

3.1 SURVEYING THE AUDIENCE 

 Speak to them personally before the speech 

Now that we’ve covered crafting your presentation, personalizing it, and making it 

extraordinary, we can finish with some final tips and items of preparation. In this 

session, we’ll talk about ways to help you deal with an audience you’ve never met 

before and how to connect with them. In addition to that, we’ll also cover the Q&A 

session that normally follows a presentation.  

Another core component of an excellent presentation is direct interaction with your 

audience. The final part of any presentation - answering questions from the 

audience - can help you solidify trust and further establish your credibility as an 

expert on your subject. This part of the presentation is the one part where you have 

close to no control over. Therefore the first step to succeeding in this arena is to get 

to know your audience better.  

Remember in Chapter 1 when I asked you to contemplate, “Who will your audience 

be?” Prior to your presentation, you should do a quick survey of your audience. 

There are a few ways you can do this and these methods are completely dependent 

on the nature of your presentation. If you’re one of several speakers presenting to a 

large crowd of people, you may want to take a few minutes to mingle with your 

audience before your speech. However, if you’re speaking to board of directors of a 

large organization or several organizations, you may not have the luxury of mingling 

casually before you present. In this situation, you may want to do a quick 

background research of these specific individuals and their respective profiles before 

the day of the presentation.   

Great public speakers understand that mistakes can always be overcome with a 

connection, and information is more easily shared with a connection. If your 

audience is connected to you, you will be less worried about your presentation and 
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will have an easier time conveying your points. 

 

3.2 THE Q&A SESSION 

 Remember not to point with your finger 

 Maintain eye contact 

 Do not side-track questions; answer directly. If unsure, admit it or save it for a 

after the meeting 

 

Most presenters are extremely relieved but a little worried at the end of their 

speech. They’re relieved that most of the talking is now over, but their also anxious 

about the type of questions that may come flying their way. If you find yourself in 

this position, remember to keep your composure and remember that the session is 

still within your control.  

The general rule of thumb for dealing with questions is to listen to the question, 

answer it, and then quickly bridge it to your agenda. If you need a minute to think 

and gather yourself and the answer to your question, repeat the question for the 

rest of the audience. This also helps the rest of the audience be aware of what 

exactly you’re addressing and is recommended for when your speech is being 

recorded for later viewers.  

When selecting a member of the audience to answer a question, remember to not 

point at them with your finger. In many cultures, this gesture is perceived as rude 

and aggressive. Instead, gesture at them with your palm faced upward, as if 

welcoming someone.  

While answering the question, remember to maintain eye contact with the person 

who asked the question. Give him/her a concise response and then move on to the 

next question. Maintain your credibility by offering facts to support your answer and 

always be diplomatic. If you’re asked a question that’s unrelated to your topic or 

completely outside of your field of expertise, you can politely explain the reason why 

you’re choosing to not answer that question or even cover the topic in your 

presentation. If you find yourself faced with a question asked in an aggressive or 

particularly argumentative tone, my suggestion is to answer it briefly and quickly, 

and then immediately move on. Some questioners may try and trap you into a 
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debate which is usually time-consuming and will bore the rest of the audience.  

There will also come a time when you find yourself unsure of the answer to 

someone’s question. Be honest and tell him or her that you really aren’t sure if the 

answer you offer may be accurate. However, you can take it the extra mile by 

promising to look into it later and follow up with them. It’s important, then, to 

obtain that person’s contact information from the organizer or the person 

themselves and actually provide him/her with an answer, or at least an 

acknowledgment. Alternatively, you can offer the question to other members of the 

audience and see how they respond. In some situations, you may find yourself 

greeted with silence the moment you open up the Q&A session. Many speakers 

immediately move to close the session altogether and exit the stage. In that 

situation, I would suggest not closing the session and instead sharing the answers to 

some frequently asked questions about your presentation topic. This way you’re 

covering all bases and making sure that you deliver added value to your audience 

now that the presentation is over.  

3.3 FINAL PREPARATION REMINDERS 

 Will you need cue cards? 

 Get a good night’s sleep the night before 

 Prepare your outfit in advance 

 On the day of your presentation, arrive early 

 Monitor your audience 

 Lastly, bust most importantly, have fun! 

 

Now that you’ve covered the basics of speech preparation, speech personalization, 

vocal energy, body language, platform skills, audience surveying, and audience 

engagement you can move on to the final part of this course - the key items you 

need to get ready prior to your presentation. Here are a few quick tips to help make 

your presentation smooth-flowing.  

If you’re unsure of your ability to memorize an entire speech, don’t fret - no one 

really expects you to. With index cards, you can easily create quick, bullet point cue 

cards to help you through an entire presentation. Many public speakers make the 

mistake of printing an entire essay on a bunch of cards. Do not fall into that trap. 

Remember the outline of your speech that you made at the very beginning of the 
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speech-crafting process? Get that outline and flesh it out into a handful of cue cards. 

Sprinkle short notes and reminders like “Tell funny pool story” or “Show chart about 

gender differences” throughout your cue cards instead of the full story itself.  Cue 

cards are extremely useful elements in any presentation; don’t hesitate to employ 

the correct use of them. If you know you will be using a podium, full sheets of paper 

can easily be placed onto the surface out of the audience’s sight. But, those should 

only be used when you need to read a quote or reference verbatim. The simple act 

of preparing the cue cards and practicing with them will help to engrain the flow of 

your speech into your mind.  

Get a good night’s sleep the night before and have your attire ready to go. A lack of 

sleep results in frayed nerves -- and that shows. When you’re not sufficiently rested, 

you’re more likely to succumb to nerves, hand jitters and stutters -- all of which 

damage your effectiveness as a presenter. If you are not a coffee-person, don’t try to 

compensate for the lack of sleep with a cup of coffee. You will find that the caffeine 

will not only keep you awake, it will keep you overstimulated and less composed. 

On the day of your presentation, arrive early. There are many benefits to arriving 

early. Arriving early allows you to run your points quickly in your mind prior to 

actually presenting. When you’re not rushed, you’re also less likely to forget things. 

Arriving early allows you to mingle with your audience and get to know them better. 

Stand outside while they’re registering and converse with them. Find out what they 

hope to gain from the event, or even why they attended at all. Simple things like that 

not only help you determine the tone of your presentation, but allow your audience 

to connect with you and get to know you. This way, you know that you already have 

friends in the audience and can easily highlight and focus on some points that they 

had mentioned. 

Monitor your audience. The moment you sense that you’re losing them and they’re 

phasing out of the presentation, improvise and project yourself forcefully. At  this 

point of the presentation, you can quickly take a break to  get them to get up and 

moving with a quick warm up exercise before quickly repeating your previous points 

and moving on to the next one. 

Lastly, and most importantly, have fun. If your energy is high and your tone is 

upbeat, your audience will mirror those behaviors. You’ve put a lot of work to get to 

this point and you should be proud of yourself and well prepared to crush your next 
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speech. If you feel as though you didn’t, don’t be too hard on yourself, you will be 

surprised at how either no one noticed your mistakes, or no one can remember 

them after some time has passed. Public speaking is a skill that takes time to master. 

Your preparation will show. It is time to have fun; stand up there with confidence 

and exude your greatness. You’ve got this. 
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Thank you for reading our Ebook! If you have purchased a podium, lectern, or other 

piece of presentation equipment from our store, we want to say thank you! We 

hope you can take action of some of the tips we have provided for you in this Ebook 

and give your PodiumStop product great use. If you haven’t made a purchase from 

PodiumStop.com, we hope to have provided enough value to you in this Ebook that 

you consider us the next time you need something we have to offer! 

Did we miss a topic that you wanted covered in this Ebook? Do you wish we 

discussed something? Drop us a line and let us know. Maybe we can create a blog 

post about it! 

We have also provided a section of additional resources on the following page. The 

resources include public speaking organizations we recommend and some relevant 

public speaking courses that may interest you. 

 

Take care, 

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

https://podiumstop.com/
https://podiumstop.com/pages/contact-us
https://podiumstop.com/
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 

Recommended Courses from Udemy.com 

 
INSTRUCTED BY JASON TETEAK: 

 CREATE MONEY-MAKING PRESENTATION HOOKS: THE SECRET PITCH 

 PUBLIC SPEAKING AND PRESENTATIONS PRO: NO BEGINNERS ALLOWED! 

 PRESENTATION BOOTCAMP: HANDS-ON PRESENTATION DELIVERY SKILLS 

 
INSTRUCTED BY DAVID NIHILL: 

 BECOME BETTER AND FUNNIER AT PUBLIC SPEAKING 

 
INSTRUCTED BY DR. ROY NARAINE & ADAM NARAINE: 

 BUSINESS PRESENTATION - THE SUPREME GUIDE TO PUBLIC SPEAKING 

 
Recommended Organizations: 

 TOASTMASTER’S INTERNATIONAL 

 NATIONAL SPEAKER’S ASSOCIATION 

 PRESENTATION MAGAZINE 

 

 
 
 
 

http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.128056&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/hook-your-audience
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.128056&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/hook-your-audience
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.137144&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/give-a-dazzling-keynote-presentation
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.137144&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/give-a-dazzling-keynote-presentation
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.276058&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/presentation-bootcamp-hands-on-presentation-skills-training
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.276058&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/presentation-bootcamp-hands-on-presentation-skills-training
https://www.udemy.com/user/view-popup/?userId=570859
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.144228&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/7-comedic-habits-to-be-consistently-funnier-presenting
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.144228&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/7-comedic-habits-to-be-consistently-funnier-presenting
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.467596&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/business-presentation
http://click.linksynergy.com/link?id=xJgKRUGpI70&offerid=323058.467596&type=2&murl=https:/www.udemy.com/business-presentation
http://www.toastmasters.org/
http://www.nsaspeaker.org/
http://www.presentationmagazine.com/

